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Analysis and Modeling of Floating-Gate EEPROM
Cells
AVINOAMKOLODNY,SIDNEYT.K.NIEH,BOAZEITAN,
AND JOSEPHSHAPPIR,
MEMBER,

Abstract-Floating-gate MOS devices using thin tunnel oxide are becoming anacceptablestandard
in electrically erasable nonvolatile
memory. Theoretical and experimental analysis of WRITE~ERASEcharacteristics for this type of memory cell are presented. A simplified device model is given based on the concept of coupling ratios. TheWRITE
operation is adequately representedby the simplified model. TheERASE
operation is complicated due to formation of depletion layers in the
transistor's channel and under the tunnel oxide. Experimental investigation of these effects is described, andthey are included in a detailed
cell model.
In certain cell structures, a hole current can flow from the drain
into the substrate during the ERASE oepration. This effect is shown to
be associated with positive charge trapping in the tunnel oxide and
threshold window opening. An experimental investigation of these phenomena is described, and a recommendationis made to avoid them by
an appropriate cell design.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of an EEPROM cell

charge on the floating gate shifts the transistor's threshold
voltage, as measured on the top gate, t,oward a more positive value. In a subsequent READ operation the transistor
I.INTRODUCTION
will not conduct channel current.
The ERASE operation removes electrons from the floatLECTRICALLY
erasable
nonvolatile
memory
ing gate by applying a positive high-voltage pulse at the
(EEPROM) technology has emerged in
recent years
drain, while the source is floating and both the top
gate
as a promising approach for implementing sophisticated
and the substrate are grounded. The threshold voltage
is
VLSIsystems [1]-[5]. Amongthevariousdevicesthat
shifted
in
the
negative
direction,
and
channel
current
have been used to realize such a memory,
floating-gate
would flow during subsequent READ operations.
MOS transistors that employ a thin insulator for electron
During READ operationsthevoltagesusedare
low
tunneling (FLOTOX) have been dominant
[1]-[4]. This
enough
such
that
tunnel
current
is
negligible,
and
the
paper presents a theoretical analysis and experimental data
floating gate is practically insulated. Charge retention in
oftheprogramminganderasing
of FLOTOXmemory
excess
of 10 years can readily be obtained on the flamating
cells.
gate
under
normal operating conditions [9].
The general device structure is depicted schematically
In
memory
circuits, a two-transistor cell is used
[1]in Fig. 1. This is an n-channel double-poly transistor
in
[
5
]
;
the
additional
transistor
is
necessary
in
order
to
isowhich the first polysilicon is floating. A thin
( - 100
late the cell from adjacent cells during WRITE/ERASiE opdielectric layer between the floating gate and the drain
enables the flow of electrons into and from the floating erations.
Thisworkfocuses
on analysis antdl modelingofthe
gate during WRITE/ERASE operations, by means of FowW R I T E ~ E R A S E operations,considering
effectsthat occur
ler-Nordheim tunneling [6], [7].
In the WRITE operation the floating gate is charged neg- during ERASE, which have not been discussed in the literature [9], [ 101. An understanding of these effects is of
ativelywithelectronstunnelingfromthedrainthrough
major importance in cell design and optimization.
thethin oxide.Thisisachieved
byapplyingapositive
voltage pulse to the top gate of the cell, while the source,
drain,andsubstratearegrounded.Thestorednegative
11. SIMPLIFIED
DEVICEMODEL

E

A)
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A . Calculation of Tunnel Current
The tunneling current density through the tunnel oxide
isapproximated by thewell-knownFowler-Nordheim
equation [6], [7].
Jtun

= a ~ ? u n* ( ~ X (P- @ / G u n ) )

(1)

where Et,, is the electric field in the oxide, and a and
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Fig. 2. A simplified capacitive equivalent circuit of the EEPROM cell.

are constants. The thin-oxide field Et,, is given by
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where V,,, is the voltage drop across the oxide and
X,,, is
its thickness. V,,, canbecalculatedfrom
a capacitivc:
equivalent circuit of the cell.
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Fig. 3. W R I T E ~ E R A S Ethreshold window versus tunnel oxide thickness, calof (8), (9), assumingthat V:,,,, = l X
culatedwiththeapproximation
lo7 . X,,, at the end of the operation.

at the end of the ERASE operation when positive charge is
built up on the floating gate, the last term in ( 5 ) will reduce the tunnel-oxide voltage.

B. Calculation of V,,,
In order to gain insight into the basic device operation,
a simplified equivalent circuit, shown in Fig. 2, is used. C. Calculation of Threshold Voltages
A more detailed analysis is given in SectionV. In Fig. 2,
The initial threshold voltage of the cell, corresponding
Cppis the interpoly capacitance, Ctu,is the thin oxide ca- to Qfi? = 0 isdenoted by Vti. Storedchargeshiftsthe
pacitance, and Cgp, is the capacitance of the gate
oxid: threshold according to the relation
betweenthe floating gateandthesubstrate.
Qf8 is ths
Qfi?
stored charge on the floating gate.
V,,, can be expressed
AV, = --.
(7)
for an electrically neutral floating gate in terms of simple
CPP
coupling ratios
Using (3’) and ( 5 ’ ) for Qfgat the end of the WRITE/ERASE
I V,,,\WRITE = Vg K ,
(3 1 pulse, the cell’s threshold voltages are

-

where
r 7

Here V,, is the threshold of a written cell, and V,, is the
threshold of an erased cell.Vgand V, are the WRITE/ERASE
where
pulse amplitudes, respectively, and V;,, is the tunnel-oxide voltage at the end
of the pulse. Assuming that the
WRITE/ERASE pulse
is sufficiently long, the thin-oxide field
will be reduced to below about 1 X lo7 V/cm, when tunThe coupling ratios K , and K , denote the fractionof the neling practically “stops. An approximation of V;,, can
applied voltage that appears across the tunnel oxide. Nole be calculated from (2), and substituted in (8), (9) to give
that (3) and ( 5 ) are applicable only when Qfg = 0. During the approximate programming window of the cell and its
WRITE operation buildup of negative stored charge of the dependence on cell parameters and programming voltage.
floating gate will reduce the tunnel-oxide voltage accord- Typical results are shown in Fig. 3 .
ing to
In order to maximize the cell’s window at a given tunnel-oxidethicknessandWRITE/ERASEvoltage,thecoupling ratios should approach unity. Both coupling ratios
can be increased by reducing C,,, and increasing Cpp.At
is usuallyachieved
In the ERASE operation, the initial negative stored charge agiventunnel-oxidethickness,this
on the floating gate will increase the tunnel-oxide voltage by minimizing the thin oxide area and adding extra polypoly overlap area on the sides of the cell transistor. Typaccording to
ical coupling ratios are about0.7 ( K , is always higher than
Qfg
K,).
the gate-oxide capacitance Cgoximproved
. ( 5 ’ ) K , butIncreasing
I V,,,ERASE
(
= V, K , lowers K,.
c p p + cgox + c t u n
”
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13.Dependence of Thresholds on WRITWERASE Time
An analytic expression for the cell’s threshold versus
programming time is obtained by solving the differential
equation

using the expressions in ( l ) , (2), (3‘), ( 5 ‘ ) , and (7). The
resultant solutions are
V,,(t) = Vfj

1
+ Vg - .
K, In (A

B
B t

*

Kt?
1
Vf&) = V,i - V, - + K,
K , In
(A

*

+ E,)

B
B * t

+ E2)’

(1 11
TIME lseci

(12)

Fig. 4. Simulated threshold voltage versus time, for several
W R I T E pulse
amplitudes ( 1 1). V,(0) = - 3 V , VIi = 0 V , C,,,,,, = 1 x I O - ’ ’ F, X,,,,,
= 120 A , A,,, = 2 pm’, K,, = 0.7.

where

B =

E2

=

*

exp

X,

B
V,

K,

+ K,

V,(O)

+ K, . V,i

V,(O) is the cell’s threshold at t = 0, which should not be
confused with Vri,the threshold of a neutral cell. At,, is
l.he tunnel-oxide area.
Note in (1 1) that the threshold voltage remains
virtually
constant at Vt(0)if VR is applied for a period that is less
l.han a characteristic “time constant” 7 defined by

:?orlongertime
t , the
threshold
asymptotically
approaches the curve

be measured directly on large structures by well-known
techniques (C-V or ellipsometry). However, most of the
parameters are more difficult to measure and need special
consideration for the floating-gate EEPROM device.
To measure the gate couplingratio K , (see (4)), afloating-gate device is compared with the equivalent MOS device (an identical device with direct contact to the
first
polysilicon gate). The coupling ratio can be obtained by
comparing thresholds, body coefficients, or transcondluctances. In the latter two techniques, the coupling
is calculated as the ratio of the body coefficient or transconductance of theMOSdeviceandtheEEPROMcell.
However, these parameters are sensitive to short-channel
effects, mobility degradation, and threshold-adjust boron
profile. Care should be taken to measure the two devl~ces
atthesameoperatingpoint.Inthe
first technique,the
coupling ratio is calculated as

For accurate results it is important to ensure that Qfg == 0.
This is achieved by UV lighterasure oftheEEPROM
cell.Thedraincouplingratio
K, (see (6)) is calculated
fromtheslopeofthe
versus V, characteristics.The
threshold voltage as a function of the drain voltage can be
measured by definingthresholdas
an1 arbitrarycurrent
level in the weak-inversion region. A significant fraction
of the “coupling ratio” measured by this technique is actually due to drain-induced barrier lowering
[ 111. This
short-channel effect is measured similarly on the equivalent MOS device, and subtracted from the slope
ofthe
EEPROM device

V,

Similar expressions are derived from (12) for the
ERASE
operation.Theseapproximationsareusefulforcelldesign, and can be employed to evaluate the
tradeoffs belween programming time, retention time, threshold window,andoperatingvoltagesfor
anygivenset
of cell
parameters (A, B , Vzi,K,, K,). Anexampleisgiven
in
Fig. 4,showing that a gate voltage of5 V does not change
(he threshold even within several years. However, a pulse
amplitude of 20 V can achieve a window of several volts
within 1 ms.
111. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A N D COMPARISON
WITH
THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL
In order to simulate the device performance, its physical parameters have to be measured. Some of the paramcters (gate oxide thickness, poly-poly-oxide thickness) can

K,

=

1 - K,,,[slope(Vfversus V,(EEPROM))
-

slope( V, versus V,(MOS))].

(16)

The large coupling between the drain and the
floating
gate has a substantial effect on the I-V characteristics as
is shown in Fig. 5 . The slope of the I-I/ characteristics in
the saturation region is mainly due to the increase in the
floating gate voltage with V,.
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Fig. 5 . Id-Vd characteristics of the EEPROM cell, demonstrating the strmg
couplingfromthedrain
to thefloatinggate. WIL = 513.5 pm, X,,, =
120 A , K, = 0.72, K, = 0.88.

Extraction of the tunneling parametersCY and /3 from :he
tunnel I-V characteristics is difficult and is a subject of
controversyintheliterature
[ 7 ] . Therearetwomajor
problems in determining the tunneling parameters; thef rst
is the accuracy in which the tunnel-oxide thickness can be
measured and the second is the change of the tunnel
I-V
characteristics with charge flow through the oxide due to
positive and negative charge trapping [12], [ 131. For simW R I T E P U L S E A M P L I T U D E (VI
plicity, a compromise is made in which the oxide thick(b)
ness is measured by the C-V technique assuming 3.9 for Fig. 6 . (a) Measured and simulated threshold voltage as a function of W R I T E
its relative dielectric constant, and tunnel coefficients ,are
time for a fixed pulse amplitude. (b) Measured and simulated threshold
voltage as a function of W R I T E pulse amplitude, for a fixed W R I T E time.
measuredfroman
I-V takenafter
0. 1-C/cm2charge
flowed through the oxide. This last decision
is based on
the fact that the positive charge trapping has saturated after
xt,.;135A
10.00 TE 10 msec
this amount of charge has passed through the oxide, and
the negative charge trapping is relatively small for the rest
of the relevant device endurance[ 131. Based on the above
assumptions, it is found that
~~

~~~

:

CY

= 1.88

/3

=

x

AN2

9

-

r

-

e

-

2.55 x lo8 Vlcm

A

for X,,, in the range 100-150
.
The calculated and measured results for the WRITE operationarecompared
in Fig.6(a),(b).InFig.6(a){he
threshold voltage as a function of WRITE time and in Fig.
6(b) the threshold voltage as a function
of WRITE pulse
amplitude are shown. For both examples the simulation
results fit the measured data closely.
T y i n g to extend the same simplified model to the
ERASE
operation is shown in Fig. 7 . Thediscrepancybetween
the simulated and measured results clearly
demonstra1.es
that the ERASE operation does not follow the simple mod'zl.
The main physical effects which cause the deviation of
the ERASE characteristics from the simple model are: deep
depletion under the gate, deep depletion under the tunnel
oxide, and a current path for holes from under the tunnel
oxide into the substrate. The detailed discussion of these
mechanisms,alongwiththetechniquestoincorporate
their effect in the device simulation, is the subject of the
following sections.
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Fig. 7. Measured and simulated ERASE characteristics, using the simplified
model. The discrepancy between the two curves
is due to formation of
depletion layers in the channel and under the tunnel oxide, and due
to
hole flow to the substrate.

IV. MECHANISMS AFFECTING
THE ERASE OPERATION
The ''anomalous'' behavior of the cell during ERASE is
related to the formation of a depletion region in the channel and under the tunnel oxide, and to a hole current to
the substrate. These threeeffects are shown schematically
in Fig. 8 and will be analyzed below m
in more detail.
A . Deep Depletion in the Channel
During the ERASE operation the floating gate potential
becomes positive dueto the coupling of the positive drain
voltage into the floating gate and the reductionin the neg-
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of three mechanisms affecting the E R A S E operation:
Deep depletion in the channel.
Deep depletion under the
tunnel oxide. @ Current path for holes from under the tunnel oxide
to
the substrate.
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Fig. 10. Measurement of impact ionization by tunnel electrons, entering
the silicon from the S i 0 2 with the high energy ( > 3 . 2 eV, as shown in
the insert). Electrons and holes are separated
by the p - nt junction;
from the ratio of thetwocurrents,theionization
rateis 1.8 pairsper
tunnel electron.

This voltage drop c#~,,is usually more than the equilib2df sincethermalequilibriumcannot
be
riumvalueof
reachedduringtheshort
ERASE operation. The holes in
the depletion layer can be generated
by any one of the
following four mechanisms [14]-[ 161:

INCLUDING
CALCULATION

CRERASE = 0.8

-12.5

21.00

ERASE PULSE AMPLITUDE (V)

Fig. 9 . Simulated ERASE characteristicswithandwithoutthe
channel depletion. This etfect reduces the efficiency of the
ation.

effect of
oper-

ERASE

1) thermal generation;
2)avalanchemultiplication;
3) band-to-band tunneling in the nf Si; and
4) pair generation by tunnel electrons from the floating
gate.

The first mechanism is very slow and for a typicalERASE
operation (in the range of a few milliseconds) its effect is
negligible.
ative stored charge. As a consequence, a depletion-layer
The avalanche multiplication and band-to-band tunnelis formed in the channel (regionain Fig. 8), reducing the
ing are fast generation mechanisms. Avalanche multiplisffective capacitancebetweenthe
floating gateandthe
substrate, causing a reduction in the ERASE coupling ratio cation is dominant for doping levels below about5 X
~ m - and
~ , band-to-band tunneling for higher doping Yev>afthe cell. In order to avoid channel current, which can
overload the on-chip high-voltage generator supplyingV,, els. The voltage drop across the depletion layer underthe
ihe source is floated. As a result the source is pulled up, tunnel oxide is pinned to a value denoted by 4genthat is
determined by the onset of a fast hole generationby either
1 racking the floating-gate potential. This further reduces
one of the above mechanisms [14].
Ihe ERASE coupling ratio.
Yet another sourceof holes in the depletion layer under
Calculation of 'the channel depletion effect on ERASE
by thetunnel
characteristics is given in Section V. A typical example thetunneloxide,arethepairsgenerated
of simulated erased threshold as a function of ERASE drain electrons entering the silicon [ 151, [ 161. These electrons
voltage is shown in Fig. 9. The effect of the deep deple- are very energetic (hot) in the Si conduction band due to
the 3.2-gV energy difference between the Si and the Si02
tion in the channel is becoming more pronounced as the
:,ell threshold is reduced, since the channel surface poten- conductionbandsandtheirkineticenergyintheoxide
conduction band (see insert in Fig.
10). A measurement
:ial (4,) is becoming more and more positive and the
ERASE
of both the electron tunneling and the impact ionization
:oupling ratio is reduced.
hole current into the substrate is shown in Fig.
10. It, is
ill. Deep Depletion Under the Tunnel Oxide
found that on the average every tunneling electron gen1) The Origin of Deep Depletion: An electric field in- erates 1.8 hole electron pairs [ 171. This measurement is
done on a capacitor configuration in which the hole a.nd
1cnsity above 1 X 10' Vicm is requiredforsignificant
iunneling current. At this field, the n A region beneath the electron currents in the substrate are separated [ 181. The
tunnel oxide is inverted or depleted, depending onits dop- mechanism of hole generation accelerates the collapse of
the deep depletion under the tunnel oxide into inversion.
ing levelandtheavailability
ofholes in thisregion.
2) The Effect of the Deep Depletion under the Tunnel
]-fence, there is a voltage drop across the depletion layer
Oxide on E R A S E Characteristics: The deep depletion uni n the nL region (denoted b y a i n Fig. 8).
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Fig. 11. (a) A cross section of tlle tunnel oxide capacitor. (b) A C-Vcurve
measured with the substrate connected to the n+ region. (c) A C-Vcurve
measured with the substrate connected to the gate (grounded). (d) Gate
and substrate currents measurcd on the same device.

der the tunnel oxideis associated with a potential drop&,,
in the n+ region. The effective
ERASE voltage at the Situnnel oxide interface is V, - 4sn.This is equivalent B Oa
shift of the horizontal axis by r$~~,,in the V, versus V, characteristic.
For practical modeling purposes,
is assumed to be
constantthroughoutthe
ERASE operation. Inatypical
EEPROM cell where the n+ concentration is higher than
1 X 10” ~ m - the
~ initial
,
$J,, isequaltocorrespcnding to hole generation by band-to-band tunneling. More
holesaregenerated byimpactionizationofthetunnel
electrons (mechanism 4) until 4snis reduced from +)gcn to
24f An average value of 4s,,is used in the model. ‘.’his
value is actually a fitting parameter, typically between 1
and 1.5 V.
+$,

C. Hole Flow into the Substrate
A surface channel from the inversion layer in the drain
region beneath the tunnel oxide to the substrate might be
turned on allowing the flow of holes into the substrate.
This is the case in the cell structure shown in Fig.8, wnere
the path of hole flow is denoted by @ . Continuous removal of holes from the inversion layer forces a deep depletioncondition, in whichholesarecontinuously
:enerated
and
accelerated
toward
the
surface.
11 is
experimentallyshownthatthis
effect enhances positive
charge trapping in the tunnel oxide and alters theFob ler-

Nordheim characteristic. The discussion of hole flow into
the substrate starts with its manifestation in the C-V and
the I-Vcurves of a tunnel capacitor, followed
by its effect
on positive charge trapping in the oxide, and concluded
by its effect on the ERASE characteristics.
I ) Investigation of a Tunnel Oxide Capacitor: The effects of deep depletion under the tunnel oxide and
hole
flow to the substrate have been investigated by C-V and
I-V measurementsontheteststructureshown
in Fig.
1l(a). This device is a 20 pm X 180 pm thin-oxide capacitor fabricated on an ion-implanted
n+ region in a ptype substrate, which is equivalent to the tunnel-oxide capacitor in the EEPROM cell.
A typical C-V measurementwithagroundedgate
is
shown in Fig. 1l(b). Bias is applied to the n+ andthe
substrateterminals,whichareconnectedtogether.This
C-V curve reveals the existence of a surface channel for
holes under the thicker oxide at the edge
of thetunnel
capacitor. The various segments of the C- V curve are:
1) Depletion: The n+ surface under the tunnel oxide is
depleted of electrons.
2) Deep depletion: The voltage drop across the deple) ~ to the shortage of holes and the
tion layer exceeds 2 ~ due
relatively fast ramping (10 V/s).
3 ) Collapse of the deep depletion to inversion at
V =
Vtp the depletion voltage under the thicker oxide
in the
edges of the capacitor reaches 2&, and a surface channel
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is formed for holes. The p-type substrate acts as a source,
and the inversion layer under the tunnel oxide acts as a
virtual drain of a p-channel
transistor. The measurement
corresponds to equilibrium inversion high-frequency capacitance.
u 8
4) Strong conduction in the surface channel: At about
V = V1 the conductivity of the surface channel is high
enough to short-out the depletion capacitance, so that the
fullthin-oxidecapacitance is observed (i-e., thetransit
V
2 7
E
\\
lime for holes to and from the inversion layer becomes
U
\
6
\
\
P;
shorter than the periodof the measurement ac signal). This
\
0
is similar to low-frequency behavior.
The surface channel described above has an important
5effect on the ERASE characteristics of the EEPROM cell.
To simulate the ERASE conditions, a C-V measurement is
I l l 1
I l l 1 1
performed on the same device with the substate grounded
0
2
4
6
8
together with the gate, and bias applied to the n+ region.
A P P L I E DV O L T A G E( V )
The C-V curve is shown in Fig. 1 l(c). It coincides with
the previous result up to V = Vtp.At this point, when the Fig. 12. C-V curves measured around flat band on a tunnel oxide capacitor: (a) Before stress, (b) After stress without hole
flow to the substrate
surface p-channel is turned on, the substrate acts as a drain (I = 20 s , J = 3.1 x IO-’ Aicm’, VIOb= V T ) . (c) After stress with hole
flow to the substrate ( t = 20 s , J = 3.1 X IO-* Aicrn’, VSnh=
= 0).
forthep-channeltransistor,andtheinversionlayer
of
Enhanced positive charge trapping is indicated by the flatband shift in
holes beneath the tunnel oxide acts as a virtual source. In
curve c.
the range denoted by ( 5 ) , the capacitance is clamped to a
value C,,,, corresponding toapotentialdrop
in the
The C-V curves of a tunnel capacitor around flat band
depletionregion.Thegeneratedholesarecontinuously
removed into the substrate through the surface channelso are shown in Fig. 12. Curve a is the initial C-V before
that equilibrium cannot be reached. Above V = V 2 (range any stress. The second (curve b) is the C-V after tunnel(6)), the potential barrier at the virtual source is reduced ing only (substrate connected to the n+ region). There is
a flat-band shift which indicates positive charge trapping.
beyond +gen, and the capacitor is forced into deeper deHowever, repeating the C- I/ measurement after tunneling
pletion with increasing bias voltage.
with the substrate connected to the gate, results in a large
The interpretation of C-V curves is confirmed by I-V
flat-band shift due to enhanced positive charge trapping
measurements on the same device, shown in Fig. 1 l(d).
(curve c). The enhanced trapping is the: result of hot-hole
With a grounded substrate, a large substrate current appears at voltage above
injection in the deep depletion layer under the tunnel oxVrp(as more and more holes are
generated under the tunnel oxide and collected
by the sub- ide, which is also manifested by hole current to the substrate(seeprevioussection).
Effecti.ve interfacecharge
strate).
densities
up
to
1
By comparing the I-V curves of the gate current, one
X
cm-* have
been
observed,
in
withgroundedsubstrateandthesecondwithsubstrate
correlation with the depth of the depletion region as meaconnected to then+region,avoltagedifference
A V is sured from the capacitance during the stress. The obserobserved. This voltage drop is the additional drop across
vation of positive charge trapping in oxides due to hotthe deep-depletion layer in the ni region when the subhole injection is well established in the literature [7],
[ 191.
strate is grounded. Surface potentials
In this work, however, the hole injection is
not over the
+sn extracted from
capacitances in Fig, 1l(c) agree very well with A V 24f oxide potential barrier since the total voltage drop in the
silicon is less than the potential barrier for holes. A posas measured on Fig. 1 l(d).
In summary, the edge transistor can be understood ana- sibleexplanationfortheinjectioninvolvesatwo-step
lyzing the C-V/I- Vcharacteristics of the tunnel capacitor. mechanism: energetic holes are injected toward theinterface and tunnel into trapping levels in the oxide.
The: posThe main consequences of this edge transistor are: deep
itive charge in the oxide is very unstable and can be andepletion under the tunnel oxide which reduces the tunnihilatedbyelectroninjection
or axllnealed byahighneling current, and hole flow into the substrate.
2) Positive
Charge
Trapping
in
the
Tunnel
Ox- temperature cycle [20].
ide: Enhanced positive charge trapping in the tunnel ox3) The Effect of Hole Flow on the m A s E Characteriside,correlatedwiththeaboveholecurrent
flow to the tics: The result of an experiment done on an EEPROM
substrate, has been observed in C-Vmeasurements on ca- cell with a structure permitting hole flolw into the substrate
pacitor structures. Positive charge trapping in thin oxide
is shown in Fig. 13. The cell is written and erased repethas been previously discussed in the literature [ 121, [ 131 itively, and the threshold voltage
is measured after each
as a sideeffect of tunneling; it is exhibited experimentally operation. For writing the cell, fixed conditions are used
by hysteresis in the I-V and C-V curves.
( V , = 20 V , t = 10 ms). For erasing the cell, the pulse
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Fig. 13. Cell's threshold window measured versus ERASE pulse amplitu,le.
withexhibits
data WRITE
amplitude.
The pulse
wjindow op,:rIing due to positive charge trapping, associated with hole flow into
.he
substrate.

amplitude applied to the drain
is graduallyincreasedat
each cycle. The first WRITE operationshiftedthe
cel.'s
threshold
from
about
4 V to
2.5 V . The first few ERASE
pulsesdidnotcauseanychangeinthreshold,becausethe

SUBSTRATE

SOUR
SU
CB
ESTRATE
vs
Vsub'O

"drain
DRAIN

Of the ERASE "lse
was
too
and
Fig. 14. Detailed
capacitive
equivalent
circuit
o f the EEPROM cell, inrepetitive WRITE operations slightly moved the threshold
cluding space charge and parasitic capacitance.
voltage upward. With ERASE pulse amplitude above 14 V ,
a measurable threshold window could be observed.
Tl~e
V . DETAILEDDEVICEMODEL
important feature in this experiment is the window ope?A. Calculation of Floating Gate and Channel Potentials
ing on the WRITE side. The written cell threshold was i1An equivalent circuit for the EEPROM cell, including
creased by about 3 V whenthe ERASE pulseamplitude
parasitic
capacitances and depletion-layer capacitances,is
reachedapproximately 16 V, insteadoffollowingthe
shown
in
Fig. 14. The effect of hole flow into the subdashed line, as would be expected with
fixed amplitude
strate
is
excluded
from the model, assuming that the cell
o f the WRITE pulses. This window opening is a result of
is
appropriately
designed
(see Section IV-C). CSsand CRi,
positivechargetrapping
in thetunneloxide,which
elare
overlap
gate-oxide
capacitances,
CRdis a field-oxide
hances the tunnel current by increasing the oxide electric
capacitance
from
the
floating
gate
to
the
substrate.
The
field at the injecting electrode [8]. The window opening
voltage
drop
on
the
depletion-layer
Capacitances
is +sand
was found to be correlated with the appearance of a cur+,yfl
for
the
channel
and
the
n
+
region,
respectively.
The
rent spike in thesubstrateduringthe
ERASE operation,
stored
charge
on
the
floating
gate
Qf,
is
the
sum
of
all
verifying the relation between hole injection and the poscapacitor charges
itive charge trapping. Note also the nonlinear shape of the
V,, curves in Figs. 13 and 7. This is an indication of the
Qs, = C p p ( v f g - yy) f C g , , ( V , - vd) + ckld(Fg - V\ub)
voltage drop across the deep-depletion layer in the n+ re.
+ c t u ~ ( V f q - (VD - l @ & f l l ) ) + c g s ( b g - Vs)
gion, as well as the increase
in tunneling field after the
enhanced positive-charge trapping begins. The positil
e
+ C,"X<VS, - ( V S U b + 1+. 5 1>) .
(17)
charges associated with window opening can be removed
During the WRITE operation, the n' region is accumueither by high-temperature anneal or by cycling the cell
lated
and +,sf, is assumed to be zero. The channel
is formed
at low ERASE pulse amplitude.
so
that
the
qhannel
surface
and
the
floating
source
assume
The hole flow to the substrate in the ERASE operation LS
the
voltage
of
the
drain
V,
=
0.
Thus,
Vfg
can
be
solved
associated with an unpredictable and unstable threshold
window.Furthermore,thecurrent
flow fromthe high explicitly from ( 17).
During the ERASE operation, +,, is assumed to be condrain voltage to the substrate may prevent the use o f an
stant,
as discussed in Section IV-B above. The condition
on-chip charge pump for " 5 V only" application. T h e r e
fore, it is important to avoid hole flow into the substrate of the channel surfaceis determined in the following mani s accomplished by isolating ner for any given QL7:First, depletion is assumed, and the
in a good cell design. This
last term in (17) is replaced by
the tunnel area from the substrate
by a thick gate oxide
overlapping the n t region, so that the virtual p-channel
transistor cannot be turned on when the cell is erased. In
thecasethatathinoxide
is intentionallyusedover
a
n+-p junction 121, theundesirableconsequencesofthe
hole flow to the substrate cannot be avoided.
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Fig. 15. A comparison between measured and simulated
ERASE characteristics for a cell without hole flow path to the substrate using the detailed
model.

Thisexpressionisinsertedinto
(17), andtheresultant
If there is no posiquadratic equation is solved for
tive solution, the channel surface is accumulated and
is taken as zero. The voltage
V, at the floating source is
equal to +$. Equation (17) is then solved for Vfgwith the
appropriate value of +s.

a.

+$

B. Calculation of

W R I T E and ERASE Characteristics
Once all the internal voltages are determined, the tunnel current density can be calculated from
(1). Starting
from an initial stored charge Qf,(0), the differential equa.ion

is integratednumerically,toobtainthefloating-gate
charge as a function of time. Each step in the integration
involves the calculation of voltages and tunnel current as
loutlined above.
The cell’s threshold voltage is related to Qf, by

LPP

8,vhere Vti is the neutral cell threshold. V,, is adjusted in
::17)to yield QfR.= 0 when V, = Vtiaccounts for any fixed
jurface charges m the double-poly structure.
Using (21) and the solution of (20), the dependence of
~h-esholdon programming time is simulated for any set
c:f deviceparametersandprogrammingwaveforms.
An
c:xample is shown in Fig. 15 for ERASE characteristics of
a cell without hole flow into the substrate, exhibiting
a
jeasonable fit to measured data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A simplified model for FLOTOX EEPROM cells based
(111 the concept of coupling ratios has been presented. The
~~rincipal
considerations in cell design can be derived from
Itre simplified model. However, this model cannot be
used
l’or accurate simulation of the ERASE operation. Physical
:m,ffects which complicate the ERASE operation have been
presentedandanalyzed.Depletioninthetransistor’s

channel reduces the coupling ratio during erasure. Deep
depletion in the n’ region under the tunnel oxide causes
avoltagedropthatleadstoafurtherreduction
in the
threshold shift. The role
of these depletion layers has been
included in a detailed cell model.
A flow path for holes from under the tunnel oxide into
the substrate during erasure leads
to further detrimental
consequences. On-chip generation of the drain voltage by
charge pumps may not be possible due to the large substrate current. Enhanced positive charge trapping
in the
oxide, associated with the hole flow, has been observed.
The role of hot-hole injection in this process has been discussed. Unstable opening of the cell’s threshold window
has been shown to occur as a result of the enhanced positive charge trapping. It is concluded that hole flow into
the substrate canbe avoided by an appropriate cell design.
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